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Company Statistics     

          

Share Price (A$)     0.135 

Market Cap (A$m)     27.0 

Enterprise Value (A$m)   19.8 

Issued Shares (mil)     200.3 

Cash (A$m)        7.2 

Debt (A$m)      0.0 

        
          

Earnings Summary       

 
FY End (June) 

 
2017 

 
2018E 

 
2019E 

 
2020E 

Revenue (A$m) 2.3 5.0 7.7 11.7 

EBITDA (A$m) -7.7 -15.0 -12.4 -5.8 

NPAT adj (A$m) -8.8 -18.2 -17.1 -9.6 

EV/EBITDA N/A N/A N/A N/A 
     

Share Price (A¢ps)     

 

 
 

Company Description    

 

Family Zone is a cloud-based parental control 
software tool designed to protect children from 
inappropriate content on their PC’s, 
smartphones and tablets. 
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Investment Update 

  
FZO released its March quarterly update yesterday, with the release 
once again highlighting the significant progress being made across 
its business. Key takeaways for the quarter included: (1) Education 
revenues +17% QoQ (schools +17%, students +12%), (2) Consumer 
revenues +15% QoQ (subscribers +34%), and (3) cash burn of ~$3m 
(~$1.0m-1.5m underlying). 
 

▪ US Education the standout performer this quarter. While 
FZO added 105 schools for the quarter, it is worth noting that 
>100% of this growth came out of the U.S, with school numbers 
declining slightly across both Australia and New Zealand. With 
annualised ARPU running at $5,128 the 105 newly acquired 
schools will contribute ~$550k in annual recurring revenues for 
future quarters. 
 

▪ Consumer growth remains robust. Despite the Consumer 
division becoming an increasingly smaller part of FZO’s business 
(only contributing ~15% of customer revenues in Q3), it is worth 
highlighting the continued strength within this vertical, with 
subscriber numbers +228% YoY and revenues +49%. 
Encouragingly, FZO noted marketing spend has not materially 
increased in recent years – ie. these gains are being driven 
almost entirely by increased brand awareness. 

 

▪ Cash burn under control. While Q3 operating cash outflows of 
~$3m are concerning at first glance, a deeper dive into the detail 
suggests underlying outflows were closer to ~$1.0-$1.5m (BWe 
= $1.3m). In Q3 FZO incurred ~$400k in restructuring expenses 
+ timing delays relating to cost savings (we estimate ~$300k). 
Additionally, ~$1m of R&D inflows (typically recorded within 
operating CF’s) were recorded as borrowings. When adjusting 
for these items, underlying cash burn falls closer to ~$1.0-1.5m. 
We include our detailed cash flow model on Pg. 3 of this note. 
 

Additional Highlights 

 
▪ ~$1.1m in new contracts signed (+83% YoY) 
▪ March revenues = $540k (ie. ~$6.5m ARR) 
▪ $6m schools pipeline (ANZ, US, UK, India) 
▪ Converted ~75% of POC trails in the US during the quarter 
▪ Underlying Wholesale revenues ~flat (product still in beta testing) 

 

Investment Recommendation 

 
Retain Buy Rating with a $0.36/share target price 
 

We have only made minor changes to our forecasts following the Q3 
announcement, while we roll forward our price target to year-end 
FY20 (from FY19). We continue to believe FZO’s current price is 
completely unjustified (ie. ~2x FY20E revenues), given its 
demonstrated growth (revenues +61% YoY), moderating cash burn 
and validated product offering. We value FZO at ~7x FY20E revenues 
(a ~40% discount to early-stage tech peers delivering 
comparable growth).  
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Summary Financials

P&L (A$m) FY17 FY18 FY19E FY20E FY21E Balance sheet (A$m) FY17 FY18 FY19E FY20E FY21E

Customer Revenue 1.6 2.3 4.9 9.2 14.6 Cash & equivalents 1.4 2.5 6.5 4.0 7.3

COGS 1.0 1.2 2.1 2.4 3.2 Receivables 1.0 1.2 0.8 2.1 2.1

Gross Profit 0.6 1.1 2.9 6.8 11.4 Inventory 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Other 0.7 2.7 2.8 2.5 2.5 Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Corporate 10.2 22.1 22.8 18.9 18.0 Total current assets 2.5 3.9 7.4 6.2 9.6

EBITDA -7.7 -15.0 -12.4 -5.8 -2.5 Net PP&E 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.6

D&A 1.1 3.3 4.6 3.8 1.6 Intangibles 3.3 9.0 4.8 1.3 0.1

EBIT -8.8 -18.2 -17.1 -9.6 -4.1 Total non-current assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Net interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total assets 7.1 13.5 13.2 8.4 10.6

Pretax profit -8.8 -18.3 -17.1 -9.6 -4.1

Tax 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.2 Payables 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Minorities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Short term debt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NPAT (rep) -8.8 -18.3 -17.1 -9.6 -2.9 Other 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2

Abnormal items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total current liabilities 3.7 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.6

NPAT (adj) -8.8 -18.3 -17.1 -9.6 -2.9 Long term debt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ave shares (diluted) 60.1 104.9 161.2 211.7 234.3 Total long term liabilities 0.8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

EPS adj (A¢) -14.7 -17.4 -10.6 -4.5 -1.2 Total liabilities 4.5 6.4 6.1 6.1 6.1

DPS (A¢) na na na na na

Total common equity 2.6 7.0 7.2 2.4 4.5

Cash Flow (A$m) FY17 FY18 FY19E FY20E FY21E Ratios & Valuations FY17 FY18 FY19E FY20E FY21E

Net income -8.8 -18.3 -17.1 -9.6 -2.9 Gross margin (%) 39% 48% 58% 74% 78%

D&A 1.1 3.3 4.6 3.8 1.6 EBITDA margin (%) na na na -63% -17%

Stock-based comp 1.5 4.3 4.6 4.8 5.0 EBIT margin (%) na na na na -28%

Deferred taxes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NPAT margin (%) na na na na -20%

Other 0.2 1.1 0.8 -1.3 0.0

Cash flow from operations -6.0 -9.6 -7.1 -2.2 3.7 Incrementals

Gross margin (%) na 67% 67% 92% 86%

Capital expenditures -3.1 -0.7 -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 EBITDA margin (%) na na 98% 156% 60%

Acquisitions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EBIT margin (%) na na 45% 175% 102%

Divestitures 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NPAT margin (%) na na 44% 176% 125%

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cash flow from investments -3.1 -0.7 -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 P/E (x) na na na na na

P/B (x) na 2.0 3.0 12.1 7.0

Dividends paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EV/EBITDA (x) na na na na na

Capital raised 9.1 11.4 11.9 0.0 0.0

Repaid debt/borrowed funds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Customer Rev growth (%) na 47% 112% 87% 59%

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EBITDA growth (%) na na na na na

Cash flow from financing 9.1 11.4 11.9 0.0 0.0 EPS growth (%) na na na na na

Total cash flow 0.0 1.1 4.0 -2.5 3.4 June year end

Ratios calculated using SenSen share price of 0.135$       

Source: Company data, BW Equities Research estimates
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1. Result Summary 

 

Figure 1: FZO 3Q19 Result Summary (000s) 

 

 

FZO 3Q19 Actual BWe YoY % BW Commentary

Customer Revenues

Education 929 1,045 51% Slightly below expectations, driven by QoQ declines in ANZ schools

Consumer 183 197 49% Subscribers +228% YoY, revenues +49%, as upfront bundle payments become a smaller piece of the revenue mix

Wholesale 76 173 na BW estimates were too high, Wholesale rollout has been placed on hold while go-to-market strategy is refined (we assumed re-launch occurs from 1Q20)

Total 1,188 1,415 61% Revenue growth is very impressive considering US rollout is only ~6mnths old, while Wholesale is yet to be re-launched

Education KPIs

Student Licences 409,051 399,970 26% Strong beat vs BW estimates, driven by US strength

School Numbers 745 724 36% As above - US growing more-rapidly than we had assumed

ARPU/School 5,128 5,772 14% Very strong YoY growth

ARPU/Student 9.09 10.45 20% Very strong YoY growth

New Contracts Signed 1,140 598 170% Incredibly strong result in a seasonally weak quarter - well above BW estimates - l ikely to support Q4 cash flows

Consumer KPIs

Subscribers 8,805 8,919 228% Strong growth continues, despite little increase in marketing - ie. brand recognition is driving gains

Wholesale KPIs

Subscribers 29,894 41,993 na We had assumed wholesale rollout would commence in Q3 - this has been delayed and is now likely in early FY20

Cash Flow (000s)

Customer Receipts 1,754 1,819 Largely as expected

R&D Inflows 0 675 R&D will  be accrued quarterly, with cash received via borrowings within financing cash flows (see below)

COGS/Overheads -4,476 -3,796 $400k in restructuring charges and some timing delays in cost/staff reductions (we assume ~$300k) explain the difference here

Operating Cash Flow -2,722 -1,301 Receipts in-line with expectations, R&D/expenses higher than our estimates, although explanations given within the release are reasonable

Investing Cash Flow -220 0

Financing Cash Flow 1,361 0 ~$1m in new borrowings for the quarter (R&D financing)

Net Cash Flows -1,581 -1,301

  Closing Cash Balance 2,014 2,354 Relatively low closing balance, although ~$5.5m raised in early Q4 should be sufficient to support operations into perpetuity
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2. Cash Position 

We believe FZO’s cash burn is now firmly under control. Between continued growth in revenues 

and the company’s significant cost reduction program (which remains in its early stages), we believe 

the path to sustainable cash flow breakeven can be clearly demonstrated (refer CF model – Figure 

2). Importantly, with ~$7.2m cash currently in the bank, the current underlying rate of cash outflows 

(ie. ~$1.0m-$1.5m) leaves the company with a very-long runway – even in the absence of any 

further earnings improvement (which are highly likely to eventuate). 

 

Figure 2: FZO Cash Flow Model, BW Estimates 

 

 

▪ 3Q19 outflows of ~$3m were heavily affected by one-off items. Q3 operating cash 

outflows included ~$400k in restructuring expenses + timing delays relating to cost savings 

(we estimate ~$300k). Additionally, ~$1m of R&D inflows (typically recorded within 

operating CF’s) were recorded as borrowings. When adjusting for these items, underlying 

cash burn falls closer to ~$1.0-1.5m. 

▪ R&D receipts are being received quarterly. To smooth cash inflows, rather than receive 

its entire R&D rebate in 2Q of each year, FZO will now receive quarterly R&D inflows via 

a receivables financing arrangement the company has put in place (Q3 borrowings of 

~$1m reflect this). 

▪ Cash inflows are seasonally stronger in H2. As is historically the case, cash inflows in 

Q3 ($1.75m) were materially higher than Q1/Q2 ($1.1m combined) as annual payments 

from Australian schools are typically received during this period. Following the extremely 

strong new contract performance this quarter (ie. $1.1m signed), we believe Q4 is likely to 

deliver a similar level of cash inflows from operations, which will continue to see rates of 

cash burn moderate from current levels. 

▪ Large cost reductions still coming. Overheads were running at ~$1.3m/month in Q3, 

which we expect to reduce to ~$1.0m/month by CY19 year-end. The majority of these cost 

savings have already been identified, with implementation all that remains. 

 

FZO has come a long way in a very short space of time. While FZO is still ~12 months from CF 

breakeven (Figure 2), we believe historical context is required to highlight the magnitude of the 

improvement made over a very short space of time. Figure 3 highlights the material change in cash 

flow we expect to see at FZO over the coming ~1.5 years, where the company will move from ~$4m 

in outflows (1Q19), to a sustainably positive cash flow position by 3Q20. Encouragingly, we forecast 

aggregate cash flows between Q3-end and 4Q20 to be mildly positive @ ~$1.5m. 

 

 

 

 

Simplified Cash Flow 1Q17 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19E 4Q19E 1Q20E 2Q20E 3Q20E 4Q20E

Collections from Customers 5                 185             263             153             158             327             1,261         932             421             720             1,754         1,698         848             1,191         2,673         3,234         

R&D Inflows -             -             -             688             -             2,584         -             72               -             1,884         1,018         625             625             625             625             625             

COGS 210-             549-             494-             155-             306-             288-             647-             555-             771-             596-             610-             472-             533-             582-             630-             675-             

Overheads 1,096-         1,170-         1,676-         1,968-         2,851-         3,488-         3,672-         3,097-         3,289-         3,211-         3,467-         2,843-         2,562-         2,562-         2,562-         2,562-         

Restructuring Costs 400-             

Operating Cash Flows 1,301-         1,534-         1,907-         1,282-         2,999-         865-             3,058-         2,647-         3,639-         1,203-         1,705-         993-             1,623-         1,329-         106             622             

Investing Cash Flows 24-               1,127-         553-             1,398-         301-             386-             -             51-               283-             6-                 220-             220-             300-             -             -             -             

Financing Cash Flows 5,415         -             2,532         1,202         5,667         5,251         233             227             4,492         1,825         343             5,225         -             -             -             -             

FX Movements -             -             -             -             37-               20-               32               5-                 39-               13-               1                 -             -             -             -             -             

Overheads + COGS 1,306-         1,719-         2,170-         2,123-         3,157-         3,776-         4,319-         3,652-         4,060-         3,807-         4,077-         3,316-         3,096-         3,145-         3,192-         3,237-         

TTM Overhead Expense 5,910-         7,665-         9,983-         11,979-       13,108-       13,546-       13,269-       13,064-       12,810-       12,084-       11,435-       10,531-       10,250-       

Net Change in Cash 4,090         2,661-         72               1,478-         2,330         3,980         2,793-         2,476-         531             603             1,581-         4,012         1,923-         1,329-         106             622             

Opening Cash Balance 720             4,810         2,149         2,221         1,480         3,810         7,790         4,997         2,521         3,052         3,595         2,014         6,026         4,103         2,774         2,880         

Closing Cash Balance 4,810         2,149         2,221         744             3,810         7,790         4,997         2,521         3,052         3,655         2,014         6,026         4,103         2,774         2,880         3,503         
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       Figure 3: FZO Cash Flow Model, BW Estimates 

 

 

3. Estimate and Price Target changes 

With Q3 results largely in-line with our expectations, we have made a few very minor changes to 

our forecasts (largely related to the timing of Wholesale re-launch). We also roll forward our price 

target to year-end FY20 (from FY19). We continue to believe FZO’s current price is completely 

unjustified (ie. ~2x FY20E revenues), given its demonstrated growth (revenues +61% YoY), 

moderating cash burn and a validated product offering. We value FZO at ~7x FY20E revenues (a 

~40% discount to early-stage tech peers delivering comparable growth). 

▪ FY19 revenues fall to $7.7m. Under our expectation that FZO’s Wholesale product would be 

released during Q3, we had included ~$600k in revenues over 2H which are now unlikely to 

eventuate. The reduction in our forecast FY19 revenues (from $8.3m) is almost entirely 

reflective of this change. 
 

▪ FY20 estimates also reduced due to Wholesale timing. As above, our earnings changes 

are essentially unchanged absent the delays in Wholesale product re-launch. Our FY20 

revenues are reduced lower by ~$2m to reflect a lower starting base from this vertical in FY19.  
 

▪ Price target is increased to $0.36. Despite estimate reductions, our price target increases as 

we roll forward to year-end FY20 (from FY19). Our methodology remains unchanged, where 

we continue to believe FZO should be valued at ~7x its forward 12-month customer revenues 

(FY20 = ~$9.2m), a ~40% discount to early-stage tech peers delivering comparable growth. 

 

  

Old New % Δ Old New % Δ Old New % Δ

Revenues ($000s) 3,399 2,760 -19% 8,329 7,731 -7% 13,676 11,699 -14%

  YoY % Growth 108% 69% 0.649539 53% 64% 51%

EBITDA ($000s) -5,923 -6,408 -8% -12,068 -12,437 -3% -4,061 -5,777 -42%

  YoY % Growth na na na na na na

EPS (cps) -4.56 -4.92 -8% -10.24 -10.62 -4% -3.63 -4.54 -25%

  YoY % Growth na na na na na na

FCF ($000s) -1,562 -2,738 -75% -6,693 -7,869 -18% -1,588 -2,523 -59%

  YoY % Growth na na na na na na

Old New % Δ

Price Target ($) 0.35 0.36 3%

BW Estimate Changes
2H19 FY19 FY20
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Disclaimer 

This research was prepared for wholesale investors only as defined by section 708 of the Corporations Act. This report was 

prepared as a private communication to clients and was not intended for public circulation or publication or for the use of any 

third party, without the approval of BW Equities Pty Ltd (BW Equities). While this report is based on information from sources 

which BW Equities considers reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed reflect 

BW Equities judgment at this date and are subject to change. BW Equities has no obligation to provide revised assessments 

in the event of changed circumstances.   

BW Equities, its directors and employees do not accept any liability for the results of any actions taken or not taken on the 

basis of information in this report, or for any negligent misstatements, errors or omissions. This report is made without 

consideration of any specific client’s investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Those acting upon such information 

do so entirely at their own risk. This report does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase any securities and should not 

be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST  

BW Equities and/or its affiliated companies may make markets in the securities discussed. Further, BW Equities and/or its 

affiliated companies and/or their employees from time to time may hold shares, options, rights and/or warrants on any issue 

included in this report and may, as principal or agent, sell such securities. BW Equities has done business with the company 

covered in this report, more specifically has been involved in capital raising and has earned corporate advisory fees from the 

Company in the past. 

The Directors of BW Equities advise that they and persons associated with them have an interest in the above securities and 

that they may earn brokerage, commissions, fees and other benefits and advantages, whether pecuniary or not and whether 

direct or indirect, in connection with the making of a recommendation or a dealing by a client in these securities, and which 

may reasonably be expected to be capable of having an influence in the making of any recommendation, and that some or all 

of our Authorised Representatives may be remunerated wholly or partly by way of commission.  

ANALYST DISCLOSURE  

I, Lindsay Bettiol, certify that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the company and 

no part of my compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed 

in this report.  

The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received compensation based on several factors including BW's 

total revenues, a portion of which are generated by corporate advisory activities. 
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